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Abstract
This thesis presents a fluid model for electron behavior in the near-exit plume of
a Hall thruster. The model provides 3D results and allows to study the azimuthal
asymmetry induced by the hollow cathode. The model is composed by the charge and
energy conservation equations and is intended to solve for the electrostatic potential
and the electron temperature. It relies on the results of an external model for the ion
behavior. The fluid equations are diffusive and are justified in the limit of small elec-
tron Larmor radius. They include the Hall transport, which is usually ignored in 2D
approaches due to symmetry. The transport along magnetic field lines is high enough
to convert the 3D problem into a 2D problem, where only the directions perpendicular
to the magnetic field matter. In such a 2D formulation, the basic structure of the solu-
tion for the potential is studied analytically, with the result that the lines of constant
potential can be approximately predicted. The potential can be found numerically
after transforming the charge conservation equation into a convective-diffusive equa-
tion. The numerical results agree approximately with analytical predictions. The
results suggest that the asymmetry induced by the hollow cathode mainly depend on
how much the cathode perturbs the plasma density distribution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Electric propulsion plume studies
A multiplicity of plume codes based on hybrid simulation have been developed by
many researchers [1, 2, 3, 4]. As these codes mature and comparisons are attempted
to lab or space plume data, it becomes evident that one of the essential ingredients
is the distributions of density, velocity and temperature of the ions at the initial
plane, which is either the thruster exit plane, or a plane chosen some short distance
downstream from the exit. Our work intends to improve present models for initial
plane distributions in Hall thrusters by solving accurately the near-exit zone.
The near-exit plume is characterized by different aspects that are not covered in
the usual plume models:
" Strong magnetic field.
" Ionization.
* 3D effects in the electron population induced by the hollow cathode.
Such effects are dealt with in all the two-dimensional (axisymmetric) models that
refer to the acceleration channel and a simplified near-exit plume [5, 6, 7]. Therefore,
the approach of this work is extending the existing successful models for the plasma
9
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Figure 1-1: Sketch of a Hall thruster.
discharge inside the thruster to the near-exit plume, mainly in what is related to the
3D effects.
1.2 Near-exit plume model for Hall thrusters
In this section, the basics of Hall thruster modelling are covered. This brief synthesis
of previous research intends to contextualize the present work and to narrow its
objectives to the main difficulties in the modelling of the near-exit plume.
1.2.1 Hall thruster physics
The typical geometry of a Hall thruster is shown in figure 1-1. There are other possible
shapes, but the most common is the cylindrical acceleration channel, which is shown
in the figure. The acceleration channel is usually made of a dielectric ceramic (Boron
Nitride is a common choice).
10
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A Hall thruster works by accelerating the plasma inside the acceleration channel
through a potential drop. The potential drop is maintained between the anode, at
the end of the channel, and the exterior hollow cathode. Both the anode and the
cathode are sketched in figure 1-1. The plasma is created by ionizing a neutral gas
with low ionization energy cost, like Xenon. The gas is injected through injectors in
the anode.
An almost axisymmetric magnetic field is induced by several magnetic poles. This
axisymmetric magnetic field (shown in figure 1-1) confines the electrons in the accel-
eration channel in order to make the ionization more efficient. The magnetic field
is strong enough to confine electrons, but not so strong that it may affect the ions.
Thus, the ion Larmor radius is large compared to the size of the thruster and the
electron Larmor radius is small. The motion of the ions is just due to the acceleration
in the potential drop.
The dynamics of both charged species, electron and ions, are very different. Ions
are unmagnetized, and drop through the potential difference, getting accelerated.
Most of the ions are created at the same potential (it will be shown in chapter 3).
Thus, the ions are almost all at the same speed. They can be considered as a beam.
The typical ion energy in these thrusters is on the order of hundreds of volts (the
potential difference between anode and cathode), while the ion temperatures found
are close to the electronvolt.
The electrons are completly magnetized. Electrons come out of the hollow cathode
and fall towards the anode in the potential drop. The magnetic field created by the
external poles is high enough to confine them; therefore, the electrons move with the
E x B drift. This drift is pointing in the azimuthal direction almost everywhere,
because except for the hollow cathode, the thruster is axisymmetric and the electric
field and magnetic field have the directions sketched in figure 1-1. Thus, the electrons
can only reach the anode by collisions, since the drift does not lead them to it.
The path of a electron is much longer than the size of the thruster because it will
turn around the thruster several times before collisions move it towards the anode
(the pressure is low enough so that the mean free path is large compared with the
11
size of the thruster). Actually, collisions are negligible in most of the thruster, and
turbulence seems to be the main transport mechanism for the electrons [8, 9, 6].
1.2.2 Hall thruster modelling
There have been three different approaches for modelling Hall thrusters: fully fluid
[10, 11], fully kinetic [7] and hybrid fluid-kinetic [5, 6]. Fully kinetic codes use
Particle-In-Cell (PIC) schemes. They contain the most physics, but they are costly
and also noisy. Fully fluid models, on the other hand, present their own numerical
problems (the ions are hypersonic) and are not justified, specially for the ions and
the neutrals: the arguments of short mean free path or small Larmor radius do not
apply for them.
Hybrid fluid-kinetic codes, on the other hand, are not as costly as fully kinetic
models and can deal with ions and neutrals in a more complete way. The idea is that
ions and neutrals must be treated kinetically (usually a PIC code, with maybe some
MonteCarlo collisions) whereas electrons, which have a small Larmor radius, can be
considered as a continuum. This model can be very accurate, but it depends a lot
on the assumption for the behavior along the magnetic field lines. Several different
important issues related to the dynamics along the magnetic field lines have been
already identified. Almost all of them are related to the plasma-wall interaction:
non-Maxwellian distribution functions, high energy electrons coming from secondary
emission and backscattering at the wall, etc. These problems have been approached
by PIC simulation [12] and analytically [13, 14].
Even if these kinetic effects are not included in the models, the results are reason-
able, with a much lower noise level. The computational time is shorter than for fully
PIC codes.
It is important to point out that the models for far plume do not have to worry
about the magnetic field because it is too low. That changes the whole approach.
However, the near-exit plume discharge characteristics are closer to the features of
the plasma in the acceleration channel and, therefore, it is interesting to review the
models for Hall thrusters, and not those for far plume.
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1.2.3 Objectives of the model
The present thesis is intended to propose a satisfactory approach for a model of the
near-exit plume in Hall thrusters. The near-exit plume is specially difficult to model
because the cathode induces a axial asymmetry and the problem becomes 3D. All the
models mentioned in the previous section are either 1D or 2D, and all of them assume
axisymmetry. Now, a 3D study of a Hall thruster is the first step to understand the
near-exit plume.
As a first approach, an electron fluid model for a 3D problem will be developed.
This is the main difference with previous models, because new physics come into play
(Hall transport). A PIC scheme is easy to generalize to a 3D geometry, considering
that the magnetic field is not important.
Thus, the main objective is to develop the simplest possible model for fluid elec-
trons. Once this is obtained, the PIC model for ions and electrons should be added.
This will provide a complete 3D model for the Hall thruster, including the near-exit
plume. It will have the advantage of being fast to run (which is important since a
dimension has been added) and it will contain most of the physics.
Adding collisions, more complete models for the electron distribution function
and other features will allow to understand the relation between the cathode position
and the performance of the thruster, the effect of charge exchange collisions in plume
divergence, etc.
So, as a first step, a 3D electron fluid model is presented and tested.
13
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Chapter 2
Electron fluid model
This chapter is devoted to the presentation and analytical study of an electron fluid
model valid for the near-exit plume.
Figure 2-1 presents the typical geometry in the near-exit plume. Even though
the geometry of the acceleration channel and the magnetic field is axisymmetric, the
cathode induces asymmetry. The diffusion along the magnetic lines is much larger
than the perpendicular diffusion. Thus, the effect of the cathode extends really far
along the magnetic field lines. This effect and its range are difficult to model because
the transport across the magnetic lines has two components very different in nature
and value: the Hall transport, perpendicular to the gradients of plasma magnitudes,
such as pressure, potential..., and the collisional perpendicular transport. The Hall
transport is closely related to the E x B drift and it is connatural to the Larmor
motion. The collisional perpendicular transport, much smaller in size, has to do with
perturbations on the Larmor motion, such as collisions or turbulence. Note that in the
axisymmetric models, the Hall transport lays in the azimuthal direction, balancing
out. However, in a 3D case, such as this one, this transport has to be taken into
account because it is the most important contribution in the direction perpendicular
to the magnetic field.
In what follows we discuss the electron fluid equations and the special mathemat-
ical difficulties that appear as a consequence of the combination of strong magneti-
zation and three-dimensionality.
15
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Figure 2-1: Near-exit plume diagram. The cathode induces a highly asymmetric
profile. Due to the fast diffusion along the magnetic field lines, its effect extends far.
2.1 Electron equations
Electrons are modelled as a continuum. The equations to be solved are charge,
momentum and energy conservation.
Since the Larmor radius is really small compared to the typical length in the
problem, a simple diffusive model is proposed for all these equations. Such an ap-
proximation is acceptable for the motion perpendicular to the magnetic field lines,
but it is not as correct along the lines. However, the proposed model is expected to
yield results that contain most of the physics.
In the next subsections, the different equations are described and explained briefly.
2.1.1 Charge conservation
Assuming quasineutrality:
V -jj + V -je = 0 (2.1)
ji is the ion current density, and it is obtained in the ion submodel. j, = -eneve
is the electron current density. It is one of the unknowns that must be obtained from
16
the electron equations.
2.1.2 Momentum conservation
In the diffusive limit:
1 ern 1 10 = - V(neTe) + V + -Weje X b + Veje (2.2)
me me e e
where # is the electrostatic potential, T the electron temperature, we = eB/me is
the gyrofrequency, b = B/B is the unit vector in the same direction as the magnetic
field and ve is a frequency that measures the collisionality and turbulence.
je can be solved from this equation:
je jeb -+ jeH + jeL, (2.3)
where
n. TeJeb -Urbb [vq* +1 (In o - I) V ] (2.4)
V + ne TjeH = -- H X v* + In 1 V e) (2.5)
no e
ne Te
jel = -- 1 vi#* + (ino - I) V1  (2.6)
V1 = V - b - V is the gradient in the perpendicular direction to the magnetic
field.
jeb is the current along the magnetic field line. jeH is the Hall component of the
current. It contains the electron current due to the E x B drift, plus the curvature
and VB drifts. jeL is the collisional perpendicular current. It accounts for collisions
and turbulence.
It is important to point out that in axisymmetric cases, jeH is aimed in the az-
imuthal direction, therefore cancelling exactly. Thus, it is not usually included in 2D
models.
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In these equations, the 'thermalized potential', q* is used. It is defined as:
= - In n (2.7)
e no
no is a constant that can have any positive value. It will be convenient to choose
no as the maximum plasma density in the domain. Then, ln(ne/no) will be always
negative and of order unity.
The conductivity for the plasma is different in the different spatial directions. In
equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), these conductivities are called Ob, GrH and u1 :
e2
UD-e 2 e(28Or = (2.8)
meve
e2
me We + Ve2
e 2 e Ve
L = 2 2(2.10)
me We + Ve
Considering that Ve < We near the exit:
Ob > H > 01 (2.11)
The ratio between these different conductivities is the Hall parameter, O3 H We/Ve.
For example, cb/H 1 OH, or UH/U 1 - /-
This means that the plasma tends to homogenize much faster along the magnetic
lines, where cb is the conductivity. Then, along the magnetic lines:
b-VO* + In n 1 V ~ 0 (2.12)(no e
Actually, from the energy equation, we will obtain that W VTe ~ 0, which means
that (2.12) is:
b -V#* ~ 0 (2.13)
Even though - VO* ~_ 0 and - VTe ~ 0, Jeb is non-zero. If (2.12) is used, jeb
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becomes indeterminate. It can be solved for together with 0* and Te.
Plugging equation (2.3) into (2.1):
-V.- (bOrHi X VO*) - V.- (U1 ViqS*)-
-V - (7H X V(Te/e)) - V - (7VL(Tle/)) + V -ji + V - (bjeb) = 0 (2.14)
yj = cg (in , - ),where j = H, I.
It is important to note that in this equation there are terms of very different
order of magnitude. The terms that contain gH and YH are larger by a factor we/ve,
provided the other factors in them are comparable to those in other terms.
Note that Jeb appears in the equation, and it is unknown. To deal with it, an
integration along tubes defined by the magnetic field lines will be performed. This
integration will eliminate the term that depends on Jeb and leave an equation only
with 0* and T as unknowns.
2.1.3 Energy conservation
The energy conservation is given by:
(3neTe) + V - (-je + ge) = -je - V# - neviajiE (2.15)
ot 2 2 e
where q, is the electron heat conduction flux, and neviajEj are the ionization losses.
The model for ionization losses is the same used by Fife [5].
The heat conduction can be obtained using a diffusive approximation, similar to
the one used to obtain the electron current density (2.3):
qe = qebb + qeH + qe- (2.16)
where
qeb = -bb- VTe (2.17)
geH - Hb X VT (2.18)
19
(2.19)
Thermal conductivity is highly anisotropic. The values of the different coefficients
are:
5 nT,
2 meve
5 neTe We
= 2 me w2 + v2
5 neTe Pe
2me W + Ve
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)
For we > ve, the coefficients have really different orders of magnitude:
Kb >> KH >> KLI (2.23)
As it happened with the electrical conductivities, the ratio between the different
thermal conductivities is the Hall parameter.
Thermal diffusion is high in the direction of the magnetic field. That means that,
as a first approximation, the temperature is constant along the lines:
b - VTe ~ 0 (2.24)
Even though b VTe is almost zero, qeb is not zero. By using (2.24), qeb becomes
indeterminate.
Now, let us rewrite (2.15) in terms of the variables 0* and Te:
(T) + v [fqeb -C
5 Te- ) jeb]
2 e
-V (bEH X VO*) -V - (EZ1 V±*) -
STe
-(ene) + enevi I-
at e
(2.25)
The first term in the LHS is just the time variation term for temperature. The
second term is the energy transport along the magnetic field lines. We will eliminate
20
3 O
-ene-2 at
ge-L = -KIVITe
X VTe)
e
-V - ( Fy
2 e
. #
this term by integrating along the magnetic lines. Note that the energy transport
includes the potential energy, -e#. This potential energy transport can be obtained
from the Joule heating term, as we will explain below. The rest of the LHS terms are
transport terms for energy, depending on the gradient of 0* (which induces electron
current, and, thus, electron enthalpy transport) and the gradient of Te (which induces
electron current and heat conduction). In all these terms, potential energy transport
is also taken into account. The RHS has two main contributions: the energy variation
due to mass varying in time and the energy change associated to ionization. In the
RHS the potential energy is also accounted for.
The coefficients in the equation are:
In - + #*1 c- (2.26)
.n e 2 no
Te 7(In ne )2) (1 -.n
FJ7= 5- n *1ln (2.27)e 2 no no no
where j = H, I.
Equation (2.25) presents the energy equilibrium, but accounting for the potential
energy too. The potential energy transport can be derived from the Joule heating
term:
-je - V = -V - (jeq) + #V -je = -V - (je#) + #0 (ene) - /ene vi (2.28)
To get to the final result, the charge conservation for the electron species has been
used:
- (en,) + V -je= -ene Vi, (2.29)
Note that including the Joule heating term as energy transport in the equations
has changed the diffusion coefficients. It is important to pay special attention to the
perpendicular energy conductivity, F . In a stable diffusive system, this coefficient
should be positive everywhere. Considering that no has been chosen so that ln(ne/no)
is always negative, I 1 would be always positive if 0* is negative everywhere (Te, of
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course, is positive). Since #* is defined based on #, and # is known except for an
arbitrary constant, 0* can be chosen to be negative everywhere. Thus, the convenient
choice of no and #* allows to have F1 positive.
Note that this formulation for the energy equation includes the Joule heating due
to currents parallel to the magnetic field, whereas previous fluid formulations had to
assume that this term was negligible [51, since jeb was not computed.
2.1.4 Summary
Equations (2.13), (2.14), (2.24) and (2.25) can be solved for 0*, T, jeb and qeb.
2.2 Solution behavior
Equations (2.14) and (2.25) have similar structures: extremely high diffusivity along
the magnetic field lines, a Hall transport term and collisional perpendicular diffusion.
For example, consider (2.14) for T and ji uniform. Then:
-V - (buH X V#*) - V - (_LVb*) + V (bjeb) = 0 (2.30)
It is useful to consider the following property:
jeH -UH X * = V X (JH#*) - O*V X (hUH) (2.31)
This means that the Hall particle transport can be decomposed into two parts: a
divergence-free particle flow, V x (buH*), and a convective-like term.
This decomposition is much like the regular decomposition of the diamagnetic
flow in MHD into a divergence-free flow and the curvature and VB drifts:
-Vp x b = -V x (Q )+pV x ( ) =-V x (Q)± + x + V + x nB
(2.32)
This expression can be written in a more familiar form. Consider that V x b may
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be decomposed in parallel and perpendicular components:
V x b = bb - V x b + (V x -bb - V x b) (2.33)
The perpendicular component of the curl of b is related to the curvature:
Vx - V x = x [(V x ) x ] = x [$- V- -] = b x (.- Vb) (2.34)
Then, the diamagnetic drift can be decomposed into:
- Vpxb=-Vx ( f +
T T T
+P bb-V xb+P bx (b-Vb)+p-bxVlnB (2.35)
Note the curvature drift, mb x (b. Vb), the VB drift, T b x V In B, and the
parallel drift, T b - V x b.
By similarity with this example, -V x (bJH) can be considered the 'drift' velocity,
Vd, and the streamlines defined by this vector, 'drift lines'.
Using the decomposition in equation (2.31), equation (2.30) becomes:
V - [-#*V x (6eH)] - V + ( . eb) = 0 (2.36)
Along with (2.13), this equation becomes a convective-diffusive equation for 0*.
The diffusion is really high along the magnetic field lines, thus imposing constant 0*
along them. The 'velocity' in the convective term is the divergence-free vector field
Vd = -V x (bcrH). The 'drift velocity' Vd draws a much more important transport
than the perpendicular diffusion. Taking into account these orderings, the potential
0* tends to homogenize first along the magnetic field lines, where the diffusion is
really high, and, to a lesser extent, it flows along the 'drift lines' with the velocity Vd.
Finally, to a much smaller degree, there is diffusion perpendicular to the magnetic
field lines.
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2.3 2D solution: integration along the lines
In this problem, two quantities, 0* and T, are almost constant along the lines. Thus,
the problem is, basically, 2D. Considering this, the problem can be solved in some
other, more natural, coordinates. Let us define A,, A2 and s such as:
b-VA, =0 (2.37)
- VA2 = 0 (2.38)
Ox
=b9 (2.39)
as
where x = (x, y, z) are the spatial coordinates.
Note that each magnetic field line is defined by the two values A, and A2 (thus,
these variables are constant along magnetic field lines). s is the distance along each
of these lines.
We require Vs - (VA, x VA2 ) > 0. We can also impose VA, -VA2 = 0, but this
last condition is very restrictive and can be relaxed.
As an example, consider a magnetic field with cylindrical symmetry and no az-
imuthal component. In this case, the variables A, and A2 could be the magnetic flux
function and the azimuthal angle (see figure 2-2).
Using this new reference system, the equations can be cast into a form that deals
with the anisotropy in particle and energy transport. Each magnetic line has a unique
value of 0* and T. Thus, these variables are functions only of A1 and A2. The other
spatial variable, s, is not necessary to determine the spatial distribution of #* and
Te. In order to simplify the problem, the equations are integrated along the magnetic
field lines. 'Integration along the magnetic lines' is a short name for integration in
the volume of a streamtube around the magnetic line (in the limit of a streamtube
with infinitesimal section).
The integration along the magnetic lines of a quantity Q is:
im1 Ltemue 3)=[2lim ft d3X Q(x) = 2 ds J(s, A,, A2) Q(s, A1, A2), (2.40)AA1, AA2-0 A AS A2 streamtube sI
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field
Figure 2-2: Magnetic coordinates
field.
A, and A2 in an axisymmetric, meridional magnetic
where the streamtube of infinitesimal section is defined by [Al, A + AA1] x [A 2 , A2 +
AA2], and J is the Jacobian of the transformation,
J (x, y, z) Ox Ox OxJ(s, A, A2) - O- - x .0 (s, A 1, A2) aS (OA, OA2) (2.41)
The integration along the lines is useful because it eliminates two of the unknowns:
the transport along the lines, geb and qeb.
Note that equations (2.14) and (2.25) contain, mainly, the divergence of differ-
ent vectors (as they are conservation equations). Inside the divergence terms, the
transport terms Jeb and qeb appear. Integrating along the field lines will eliminate
such terms. The transport along the magnetic field lines can be recovered from the
boundary conditions once 0* and T are known. No much information is lost when
integrating over the lines and eliminating the terms that contain Jeb and qeb. Due to
the high diffusion along the magnetic field lines, the only mission of these terms is
to adjust so that the temperature and the thermalized potential are constant along
the lines. Thus, once it is known that these magnitudes are constant along the lines,
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eliminating the parallel transport is convenient.
In the rest of this section, first the divergence of a vector will be obtained for the
new variables, s, A, and A2 . In this new form, the process of integration along the
magnetic field lines will give a convenient form that simplifies the calculations. Once
this general result is proved, it will be applied to equations (2.14) and (2.25).
2.3.1 Integration of a divergence along the magnetic lines
In the new variables, the divergence of a vector V is:
V -V = Vs - + VA - + VA2 -Os OA1  OA 2
Then, the integral of the divergence of V must be:
82 ds O
si Os
(Ox Ox
0A 1 0A 2 )
Vs- +VA,Os
OV
OAi
(2.42)
+VA2 
- v]A2
(2.43)
To simplify this expression, first consider the following equivalences (these equiv-
alences are proven in appendix A):
Ox
Os
Ox (Ox
as (OA1
x
11 )
Vs = Ox Ox
OA, 0A 2
rx
OA2)
Ox \
x
OA2
Ox OxOs 0A2
Ox Ox
VA2 =- xOs 0Ai
Ox 1 1
S0A 2) Vs -(VA1 x VA2 ) -IVA, x VA2 1
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.47)
Using equations (2.44), (2.45), (2.46) and (2.47), we can simplify (2.43):
Sds JV-V j82Si S ds -[aBs ( Vs-VVA1 x VA2 1)
O VA -V
0A VA1 x VA2!
_ VA2  V _)]
OA 2 I VAI x VA21(2.48)
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J 281 dsJV-V=
Ox (Ox
s 0A,
Ox
OA,
ax ax
as (aA1
To get to this equation we have used:
A Vs
V x VA +
( VA, A) +
0A1 IVA x VA21
O ( VA2
0A 2 IVA1 x VA21
Ox
4 -
x O
11 )
+OA 8xx \0OA, = 0 (2.49)
Equation (2.48) is important because it allows us to simplify the equations. Inte-
grating in s, that is, along magnetic field lines:
I d[( Vs -V 
+ V -V
SO as IVA1 x VA21 OA1 IVA x VA21
Vs - V  OsB VA, -V
IVA, x VA21 OA, IVA, x VA21
+ 0 fds V, +OA, I VA x V VA2
O ( VA2 V )A2 IVA, x VA21
asB VA2 -V i
0A 2 IVA x VA21
S(1si VA2 -V
A2 So IVA x VA21
)2.50)
Here, SB(A 1 , A2) is the equation that describes the boundaries of our domain. SB
can be so or si.
Considering that F = s - sB(A1, A2 ) = 0 is the equation for the boundary:
VF Vs - OsB VA-OA,
OSBVA 
= kN
0A 2
where N is the normal to the boundary, and k is simply the magnitude of the vector.
It is also true that:
k - N = b Vs - asBOA 1
0B
OA2
*VA2 = .Vs = 1Os
Then, k = 1/(b -N) and we can write:
Vs- VA,OaA
OsB __N
OA2 b- N
Finally, the integral of the divergence of V along the magnetic field lines can be
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0s
(2.51)
(2.52)
(2.53)
as OA,
0 ( x
OA, as
written as:
S2 VN + 
N +
sJ (b N)IVA, x VA2 1 (=- N)-VA, x VA2 1 =
+ ds VAV + ds VA2 V (2.54)j sO IVA x VA2 ) 0A 2 (Lo IVA x VA2 1
where VN = V - N.
N is defined to be the normal pointing out of the domain. Therefore, - N has
different sign on both endpoints of the magnetic field line.
2.3.2 Charge conservation in the new variables
Let us apply the divergence integrated along the magnetic lines to equation (2.14). It
is important to notice that this equation contains three different types of terms: Hall
terms, where the vector inside the divergence is, for example, V = -b0H X VO*;
perpendicular collisional terms, where the vector inside the divergence is, for
example, V = -a IVi#5*; and parallel transport terms, where V = bjeb. Let us
deal with an example of each of this type of terms.
First, consider that b. V#* = 0 and b - VTe = 0, which means:
ao* ao*V#* = V 5 + V* (2.55)
VTe = VA, + VA 2  (2.56)
Now, let us work with the Hall term for #*. In the new variables, and after
integration along the lines, it is:
a ([Sids JHVA1 - (1 x Vq*) 9 ([ ds JHVA2  X Vq*) (2.57)
d4 sO 1VA x VA2 1 - sO VA1 x VA2I
Considering that b - (VA, x VA2) = IVA x VA2 1 (see Appendix A):
9(f1 _HV_1 - Xs x *) u 1 ds HVA2 - X Vq*)
A Is IVA, x VA2 ) A '1I4 IVA1 x VA )
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9A, &A2 )
cH = / dso~H
where
_ (#*
a U :Ha9A 2 OA,)
This expression for the Hall term can be made more compact if we define the
operation (vI, v 2 ) x (wI, W 2 ) = v1 w 2 - v2 w 1 , and the operators VA = (0/0A1 , a/OA2)
and Vx\ = (-a/A 2 , O/A,). The Hall term becomes:
-VA - (5HVx#b*) = -VA7H VxA# = *x VAH (2.60)
This means that the divergence of the Hall current is zero if #* = f(5H). More
will be said in the next section about this.
Now, working on the perpendicular collisional term for 0*:
a ([S1
0A, IO
OA,
-LVl -Vds V VA2
#*
OA24
OA_
-a (U-L,12 5)OA _ A#* 12 '9 A
ds =-V2- -O
dVA1 x VA2 1
( ,22 2.61)
where
i1,=ij ds o VA- VA for i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2 (2.62)
SO IVA x VA2
In a case where VA, -VA2 = 0, the equations are simpler because 3i1,2 = a1 ,2 1 = 0,
I,l = f -IVAI/IVA2Ids and 6 1,22 = f oLIVA2 1/IVAIds.
This term can be also made more compact by using the matrix b1 EU1 ,2 1 1,22
(2.63)-VA - (5- - VA#*)
Finally, let us consider the parallel transport term:
ds jebb VA,
1VA x VA2I
+ a(
OA2 so
ds Jebb VA2
IVA x VA2I0
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(2.58)
(2.59)
ax (1:18 i (2.64)
0#*
'"L, II9A)
This cancellation is the main advantage of integrating along the lines.
Working all terms similarly, equation (2.14) becomes:
Te Te
(2.65)
where
yH = - dsrH I-n ne )(-26 )
\ no V
aI =( ,Sd , = - ds o 1 - In (2.67)
771, 12 '71,22
S- 1  ds V , a ds (2.68)
aK L0  IVA, x VA2 aA2  so IVA x VA2 1
SW= - YjiN + YeN iN + jeN
(b - N)IVA, x VA2 I (b- N)IVA, x VA2 1
Si is the divergence of the ion current, taken here as a given quantity. S, is the
wall charge loss. It depends on the interaction plasma-wall. Around the walls, non-
neutral sheaths form. The behavior of the plasma in those sheaths and their effect
on the quasineutral plasma determine the charge and energy flows to the wall. In the
case of dielectric ceramic walls, the current to the walls is zero. Then, wall charge
loss is S,, = 0. For a conductor wall, the condition is not that simple. However, only
the anode and the cathode are conductors in usual Hall thrusters, and these elements
are dealt with independently, not as source terms.
2.3.3 Energy equation in the new variables
Similarly, equation (2.25) becomes:
T TC e - VA 
-(HVxXO* ~ VA 
-HVxA
at e e
-VA - (!!- - VAO*) -VA -L - VA =e Et + Ej + Ew (2.70)
e
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[ 1 3 e ns
soo 2 1VA X V A2 d
Te [d[s n +EH e JLuH2 oJ 0* 1* s Jd H
ds VA VA In -e +jVA x VA2 1 2 no I
+#*JdscujL7)i . VA3IVA x VA2 1
(In ' )2]
F1 , 11  1,12
1 1) I 9 I Te
+ (In n )21
I ds aL VAjVA1 x VA2 1
- 0* J ds
ds [(3
IVA x VA2 1 2
Is1 
ds
E=- enevi
,0 IVA1 x VA2
E = QeN(1 N)IVA x VA21 =,o
E5
VAj - VA-
cVA1 x VA21
7
2
1
in-+In +
no
ne
no]
- #5*1 (ene)
Ot
ai +0*+
e
Te In he
e no
QeN
(N)IVA, x VA2 1 8=
QeN is the total energy flux perpendicular to the boundary:
( TeQeN = qeN - jeN - *)5-) = eN - jeN ~ 2
Et is the change in energy due to the variation of electron density. Time variation
of the electron density implies time variation of the electron thermal capacity, and,
therefore, a change in temperature. Ej is the ionization loss. The model used is the
same as in [5].
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where
EI,11
E1 ,12
(2.71)
(2-72)
z 1 ,12
E-, 22
dsUH 15
I - =
7
2
- Te
e I
(2.73)
(2.74)
Et = -
so1
(2.75)
(2.76)
(2.77)
(2.78)
(2-79)
I
I - '
I
- In ne T
no) e
- In n e
no) e
dsUH 1- In n
I no]
E, is the energy wall loss. It depends on the non-neutral sheath behavior. A
good model is the one proposed by Ahedo et al. [15]. This model takes into account
the electron secondary emission from the wall. The secondary emission may be quite
large for ceramic walls, and it has an important effect: the Charge Saturation of the
non-neutral sheath. The Charge Saturation is reached when a small potential well
is formed in front of the wall by accumulation of electrons there. That small well
repels most of the secondary emission back to the wall and keeps the electron current
coming out from the wall almost equal to the incoming current (see [15] for more
details).
Charge Saturation is important because the outgoing electron current is large
and almost cancels the current of electrons originated in the plasma, allowing for an
incoming electron current much larger than the incoming ion current. That huge
electron current carries the energy from the electrons into the wall, giving place to a
rather large energy loss once the Charge Saturation is reached.
Figure 2-3 shows this effect. Note that the Charge Saturation Limit (CSL) is
reached for Te ~ 20 eV. Around that temperature, the energy wall losses grow
drastically. That tends to keep the temperature under 20-30 eV because the energy
losses above these values are much bigger than the energy sources in the system. This
is important in the physics of Hall thrusters, because it keeps the electron temperature
at low values.
2.3.4 General considerations about the 2D equations
Equations (2.65) and (2.70) are equations for 0* and T. Before, jeb and geb were
also unknowns, but integrating along the lines has eliminated these variables. This
integration has also eliminated the dependence with s. Only the dependence with Al
and A2 is left. These variables determine uniquely each magnetic line. The best way
to visualize these variables is considering an axisymmetric magnetic field. Then, any
cylindrical surface is cut once and only once by each magnetic line, and each point
in the cylindrical surface corresponds uniquely to a magnetic line. That is what is
plotted in figure 2-2. Al is equivalent to the axial coordinate in the cylinder, and A2
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Figure 2-3: Wall energy losses for a typical ceramic wall
density is fixed at ne = 1017 m-3.
at different T. The plasma
is equivalent to the azimuthal angle.
It is interesting to take a look into the form of the equations. There are terms
derived from the Hall transport, such that
-VA - (HVxAO*) = VAH X VO* (2.80)
These terms are characterized by the lack of second derivative and they are usually
the higher order terms in the equation (by a factor we/ve).
The collisional perpendicular transport terms are diffusion-like, such that
-V,\ (57L I ,\* (2.81)
Since these equations have been integrated along the magnetic lines, the flows
across the boundaries appear:
jiN + jeN JiN + jeN
(b -N)1V1A x VA2 I +, (b -N)IVA, x VA2 j
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I .I I I I
Any other term is just the corresponding contribution from equations (2.14) and (2.25).
Finally, let us sketch how to recover Jeb and qeb. Using equation (2.48), but without
integration along s, equation (2.14) can be rewritten as:
(( jeb )
09s IVA x VA21
a( VA1 -jrest+A 1 IVAi x VA21 + (VA2 - rest ) +
+- 0 ( s - irest
0s IVA1 x VA2I
= 0
irest = JeH + Je-L + i (2.84)
jrest is known once q* and Te are found. Then, jeb can be calculated along each
magnetic field line by integrating in s. Only one boundary condition is needed. The
boundary condition can be found from the known value jeN + JiN at one of the
endpoints of the magnetic field line:
jebls=so =
(JeN + iN) s=so irest s=so N (2.85)
geb can be found in a similar fashion:
qeb - (2e/J)jeb
VA1 x VA2 1 ) + VA, - Qrest+A a VA x VA2I)
a Vs Qrest
as IVA x VA2 /
a (VA 2 - Qrest +
aA2 VA1 x VA2I
a+ 
-t
3 Te
- ene - = Ei,
where Qrest is known once q* and Te are known.
2.4 Structure of the 2D solution
Both equations (2.65) and (2.70) have similar structure. To study the possible solu-
tions, let us take equation (2.65) for the simplified case Te = const. and VA1 -VA2 = 0:
-VA - (_6:VxAq5 *) - VA - (&- - VXO*~) = S (2.87)
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where
(2.83)
a
as (
(2.86)
where UH, &_ = ± '11 and S are known functions of \ 1 and A2.[0 5:1,22]
Note that what was pointed out for the 3D equations is still valid. The Hall
transport term can be rewritten in a more convenient way:
-HVxAO = -= xAH + xH*V (2-88)
This means that the Hall current can be divided into two parts: a divergence-free
current and a term that looks like convective transport for #*. This term has a 'drift
velocity', VdA = VxA5H. Now, plugging this back into the equation:
VA - (O*VxA&H) - VA - (6;- .VA\*) = S (2.89)
Looking at the order of magnitude of the different coefficients, the term that
contains YH is much larger than any other term by a factor we/le. This means that,
to zeroth order:
VA - (O*V x:H) -- VAH X VA# = + -- ~ 0 (2.90)0&\1 0A2 +&A2 &A1
This equation imposes that #* is constant along the lines H = constant. The
convection-like transport makes the thermalized potential, 0*, uniform along the 'drift
lines'. The 'drift lines' are the lines parallel to VdA. These are lines in the A, - A2
plane, which are magnetic flux surfaces in the 3D problem.
Note that equation (2.90) may not (and usually will not) be enough to determine
# since its variation across 'drift lines' is left indeterminate by the neglect of the
higher order terms. Let us look at a usual Hall thruster configuration plotted in a
A1-A2 plane (see figure 2-4). Assume that A, and A2 are the axial and azimuthal
coordinates that locate the magnetic field lines (as seen in figure 2-2). A typical
configuration of DH = const. lines is plotted in the A plane. The definition of UH is
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given by (2.59) and (2.9). Considering that ve< we:
/enJe  - IB  ds (2.91)
Note that TH is almost azimuthally symmetric far from the cathode. The effect
of the cathode is a peak in UH, due to the increase in electron density in its vicinity.
There is a saddle point after the cathode and away from the anode. This is due to
the competition between the growth of UH as we get away from the thruster and
the decrease of the same quantity as we get away from the cathode. UH increases
away from the thruster because the magnetic field strength decreases. Hall thrusters
have a dipole-like magnetic field that decay as r-3, where r is the distance from
the thruster. The density, modelling the expansion of the plasma as if the pressure
followed a simple politropic law, p oc ny, decays as r- 4/(l+,). That means that for
r -* oc: 4/ene r I+, 4-_
H Br- d oc r3 r = r 4+y (2.92)
Since 7y> 1, UH grows as we go away from the thruster; therefore, there is a saddle
point produced by the two counter tendencies: the decrease of 5H when moving away
from the hollow cathode and the increase due to the drop in magnetic field strength
when far enough from the thruster.
The boundary conditions are imposed on the boundaries A, = const. and on the
contour of the image of the hollow cathode in the A, - A2 plane. That means that
only some of the lines UH = const. have information for #*. The thermalized potential
in the other lines has to be determined by the next order equation, which contains
diffusion terms. Chapter 3 is devoted to solving this problem numerically.
The question about the validity of this approximation naturally arises. We have
to pay special attention to the boundaries and the points where the gradient of UH
is zero. In the next sections we describe the solutions at those zones.
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Periodic boundary conditions
Cathode
Periodic boundary conditions
Figure 2-4: Hall thruster representation in a A1 - A2 plane. iH = const. lines are
plotted.
Solution at the boundaries
At a boundary, a thin layer will develop. The physical meaning of such a layer will
be discussed later. Now, the mathematical solution in such a layer will be studied.
In the 2D space A1 - A2 it is possible to define, at least locally, two variables, and
q (see figure 2-5), such that the boundary that we are studying is a line rj = const.
and is a variable independent of q that follows the boundary.
In such variables, and considering that the gradients along q are much larger than
along , the equation for q* would be:
H a 
_o 
- 92,7$ = 0 (2.93)(sin a -±2osa., - _ =
where
/ + ,22  (2.94)a~i -Lii + &A2 0' 
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Figure 2-5: Coordinate system tangent to the boundaries. Note that the direction of
cYH = const. lines is given by angle a.
oH sin a =H + (2.95)8Ai &A2. aA2 9Ai
HH c os a = + (2.96)aAj oA 2  0A 2 &
51,7i7 , 6c &H and a can be considered functions of only. These parameters do not
change appreciably in 71-direction compared to what they change in i-direction.
Considering that , H Ve/e < 1, there are two possible cases:
Sa > ve/We. In this case, the 5H = const. lines are far from being parallel to
the boundary. That means that the equation for the solution near the boundary
can be written as:
+ 6oH sin a = 0 (2.97)
Since F,,,,, 6 dH and a are only functions of 6, the general solution to this
equation is:
= A(6) + B(6) exp 6_ Sin , (2.98)
which shows a boundary layer of thickness 0±,,,/( 65H sin a) (if this is positive).
This solution only makes sense when sin a > 0, because otherwise there would
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be an exponential growth. This means, basically, according to equation (2.95):
____H O9 8H 0
a0 +H 19TI > 0 (2.99)&Aj 0A2  OA2 0 1
where q(A,, A2) = 0 is the boundary we are interested in, and the vector
(&97 /9Aj, &97 /&A2 ) points inwards in the plane A, - A2.
If condition (2.99) is not satisfied, there is continuity between the boundary
condition and the solution because there is no boundary layer solution, that
is, the boundary layer solution has exponential growth. This means that the
value of q* in each iH = const. line is given by the boundary conditions on
the boundaries that DO NOT SATISFY condition (2.99). The boundary con-
ditions on the boundaries where (2.99) is true do not necessarily determine the
thermalized potential in the H = const. lines.
* a ~ Ve/We. In this case, the UfH = const. lines are almost parallel to the
boundary. Then, the equation for * is:
0'1 + 5-H sin a + cosa =0 (2.100)
This is a parabolic equation, where not only the y dependence is important. No
general conclusions can be drawn from this equation. However, the boundaries
are not expected in general to be parallel to the cYH lines, except in small zones.
The mathematical solution of the problem makes necessary the presence of these
boundary layers. The thickness of these layers is 6 = LVe/We in general, and 6 =
L /ve/We when the boundary and the UH = const. lines are parallel. L is the charac-
teristic length in the problem, associated to the density and magnetic field gradients.
The thickness of the layers can be written in terms of the collision mean free path,
Amfp, and the Larmor radius, PL. In such variables, 6 = PLL/Amfp. If Amfp is assumed
to be the mean free path of classical electron-neutral collisions, the thickness 3 would
be a small fraction of the Larmor radius, which makes no physical sense since the
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Larmor radius is the smallest characteristic length in the problem. To explain this
apparent contradiction, we should consider that the electron fluid equations as writ-
ten are only valid if the distribution function is a Maxwellian and if the dynamics
along the magnetic field lines are basically diffusive. This last assumption is only
valid if Amfp < L. Therefore, the apparent contradiction at these boundary layers
is just showing the lack of consistency of our simple model for the transport parallel
to the magnetic field. If the dynamics parallel to the magnetic field were kinetically
modelled, the effective mean free path would be large enough to provide a reasonable
boundary layer thickness (probably on the order of several gyroradii). In the present
model, ve is not the classical collision frequency, but a factor that also considers
turbulence. Its value corresponds to an effective mean free path )mfp ~ 20PL < L,
which gives a believable boundary layer thickness of several gyroradii. Further study
is needed to determine the true nature of these layers.
Solution at extreme points and saddle points of 5H
In a point where OH/OA1 = 0 and &lH/&A2 = 0, the approximation fails. The
gradient of 5'H can actually be approximated by:
( U H f2-6:H 2-6
H 2AA + H O A2 (2.101)
a1 1 OAa2
aH AA +2 AA 2  (2.102)
2 20A 1  2 A2
Locally, two new variables, and n, can be defined to simplify the equation. These
new variables are defined so the equation has the following form:
2_* 2* a2 5:H &2UH a*0
0___ +92) + 2 = (2.103)
In this equation, U1, &2UH 2 and 2 5H /a7 2 are almost constant.
The solution of this equation just shows a small zone where the diffusion domi-
nates. This zone is really small and its effect is negligible.
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2.4.1 Including the energy equation
This far, only one equation, the charge conservation equation, has been analyzed. In
that analysis, some characteristics of the system, the 'drift lines', were found. In these
characteristic lines, the thermalized potential is almost constant. This was obtained
by assuming that the electron temperature was uniform. Introducing the electron
temperature requires solving the energy equation too.
The energy equation in the A plane is (2.70). Consider now the leading terms:
-OT (2T04C - VA - (EHVx#O*) - VA- THvxA-) E, (2.104)
at e
where EH and rH both depend on 0* and Te.
E, is the wall energy loss term. It has been kept in the equation because this
term can become very big when the Charge Saturation is reached [15].
Now, let us rewrite equation (2.104):
-8T-T aZH _ 9 1 H Te
C a- +Vx AEH ' * xXH 'VA + E * -} =E,
at e Te *,Te e OTe 0#* e
(2.105)
where {#*, Te/e} is the Poisson bracket:
T* a Te ao* a Te T# e, -} -- + = VA - x 7,\O* (2.106)
e AOA 2 e 0A 2 Aj e e
Note that in equation (2.105), the coefficients EH and TH are assumed to be
function of A,, A2, 0* and Te. VxAZH and VxXAH are the derivatives
keeping #* and T constant.
The Poisson bracket term originates in the Joule heating and the enthalpy trans-
port. It is the combination of: (i) the Joule heating due to the part of the Hall current
induced by the temperature gradient, and (ii) the enthalpy transport driven by the
E x B drift.
Equation (2.105) and equation (2.90) are the leading terms that determine the
characteristics of the problem. These characteristics are similar to the 'drift lines' in
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the potential distribution problem. Notice, however, that the problem becomes highly
nonlinear. Not only the Poisson bracket enters the problem, but the wall energy
losses are indeed important because they are responsible for the low temperature in
the thruster.
The characteristics of the problem, though, are not enough to find the temperature
in the whole domain. In general, as it happened with the potential, the diffusion terms
are needed to find the gradients perpendicular to the characteristics.
As in the previous section, boundary layers will form in some boundaries. How-
ever, the solution of those boundary layers is not quite as simple as in the one equation
case. Take, for example, the case represented in figure 2-5. The energy equation in
the variables ( and n will have dependence on derivatives with respect to even when
the lines ZH = const. and rH = const. are not almost parallel to the boundaries. The
extra derivatives in come from the Poisson bracket. The equation will look like:
*Te /$*&T &p*T
-6EHsin A -6Hsin B + K a
an an e O(?e ar an e
QI 8* - 8T
a a* -~ a =0 (2.107)
6 EH, 6 1 H, A, B, K, YLi,,. and FL1,, depend mainly on , $* and Te. The actual
expressions for these constants are not actually that important. It is important,
though, to point out that the angles A and B, related to the lines ZH = const. and
TH = const., must be order unity for this equation to be valid.
Notice that there is dependence on derivatives with respect to , as predicted.
Thus, the boundary layer does not have a local character anymore.
2.5 Conclusions
A model for solving the electrostatic potential and the electron temperature for given
ion magnitudes has been developed. It has been studied analytically for some limited
cases, leading to some interesting results. The most important of them, probably, is
the discovery of 'drift lines' in the space A, - A2 . Along these lines, the thermalized
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potential is constant. We will see that this is a reasonable good approximation for the
real case because the electron temperature is relatively small compared with eAo*.
However, the solution for the whole system of equations is difficult to grasp, and
must be found numerically. Even in the case of the thermalized potential, the 0* =
const. lines are known, but the perpendicular gradients are not, and that must be
solved numerically, too.
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Chapter 3
3D potential distribution
This chapter intends to develop a numerical scheme suitable for solving the 2D charge
conservation equation (2.65). Such equation will allow to solve for the potential
distribution in the plasma for a given temperature profile.
In this chapter, the numerical scheme chosen to solve this equation is described.
After that, the 2D potential profile is calculated for a given distribution of plasma
density, ion current and electron temperature.
3.1 Flow-Condition-Based Interpolation (FCBI)
Finite Elements
Equation (2.65) is a convective-diffusive equation. The chosen scheme to solve it is
the FCBI proposed by [16].
This method for solving convective-diffusive equations is based on the known
solution for a 1D linear, convective-diffusive equation with constant coefficients:
dv d2 V
c -v ds2 = 0 (3.1)
The general solution for this equation is:
C
v (s) = C1 + C2 ex)p -S) (3.2)
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Figure 3-1: FCBI shape functions in a 1D mesh.
When the ratio c/v is large, this solution captures the basic behavior of boundary
layers and shocks in the flow.
The idea of FCBI elements is including such a solution in the interpolation process,
i.e., for a ID element (such as the element shown in figure 3-1), the shape function
corresponding to node i + 1 would be:
_ exp(qs) - 1 (33)
exp - 1'
where q = c/v.
Similarly, the shape function for node i is:
hi = 1 - hj+j (3.4)
Notice that these shape functions have the necessary upwinding implicitly built-
in (in the case of figure 3-1 the velocity is going from node i to node i + 1, so the
upwinding weights node i more than node i + 1).
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The generalization of this process to a 2D flow problem is outlined in [16]. Let
us apply it to the charge conservation equation (2.65), that can be conveniently
rewritten:
VA- (#*VxA0H) - VA - (T_ -VAO*) = Si + Sw - VA - ( Vx AH VA* VA
(3.5)
Note that this equation is rewritten in a convective-diffusive form. This is impor-
tant for numerical purposes (see section 3.1.1).
Assume that Si, Sw, UH, &1, 7 H, I and Te are known. Also assume that the
variables A, and A2 are chosen so:
a 0 (3.7)
0 71,22
The idea is to use a Petrov-Galerkin method (basically a finite volume method)
where the flow through the sides of the finite volumes uses Flow-Condition-Based
Interpolation. Given a node (i, j), the corresponding finite volume is given in figure
3-2. The flow through the left side is calculated using the FCBI shape functions in
the direction across the surface and a conventional linear interpolation function along
the surface (note the two different shapes in figure 3-2). The linear interpolation is
used because it simplifies the integration.
The Flow-Condition-Based interpolation needs a parameter q, which is the pa-
rameter that determines the upwinding. In the case of the left side of the finite volume
(i, j), it is:
O-UH AAi
q A2 i-1/2,j :,11i-1/2,j (3.8)
where AA, is the size of the cell in the A, direction, and the point (i - 1/2, j) is in
the middle of (i - 1, j) and (i, j).
Similarly, the flow through the other sides of the volume can be calculated, always
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Figure 3-2: Galerkin-Petrov method. The Finite Volume is shown in dashed lines.
The interpolation used for computing the flow across the left panel is shown in (a).
The interpolation used for the flow across the bottom panel is shown in (b).
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using the FCBI shape functions in the perpendicular direction to the side (observe,
for example, figure 3-2(b)).
This scheme provides a matrix that allows to solve for #* at every point of the
Al - A2 plane.
3.1.1 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions deserve some attention. Notice that in this Petrov-Galerkin
method, the Hall current flux has been split in two parts: a divergence-free flow and
the part that contributes in the charge conservation equation (this is the one that
originates the 'drift lines').
This simple split leads to (3.5), which turns out to be the best way to solve for
#*. If equation (2.65) is discretized as written, with flow -HVxA*- - 5 VA*,
the results provided by the code present huge spatial oscillations, and that happens
even if the necessary upwinding is taken into account. Therefore, it is necessary
to distinguish between the divergence-free part and the 'drift velocity' part. That
leads to a convective-diffusive equation, equation (3.5), a kind of equations that is
well-known and numerically tractable.
The flow 0*V xUH - &- -Vx 0*, deduced from equation (3.5), is useful as a numer-
ical tool to calculate #*. However, it does not represent any physical flux. Therefore,
the boundary conditions have to deal with the fact that the Petrov-Galerkin scheme
is working with non-physical fluxes while the boundary conditions are given for the
real flux
J_6HVxAO*- - VAO*
Thus, if in a boundary, the electron flux is given (jeN):
-UHNA - VxA* - N\ - J V0 - eNi (3.9)
where NA is the normal to the boundary in the A, - A2 plane.
The numerical discretization is using the non-physical fluxes, which means that
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for numerical purposes the boundary condition is
num = *N- V x A5H - ' \ VN\ = leN +N\ - VxNA (Nd#*) (3.10)
3.2 First approximation to the 3D problem
In this section, a 2D time-independent model of the discharge in a Hall thruster is
presented. The main objectives of this model are to assess the proposed method
to calculate the potential profile and to estimate the effect of the cathode on the
azimuthal symmetry.
The model is based on the results of a well-known 2D azimuthally symmetric
code, HPHall [5, 17]. The results of HPHall are used as a first approximation, and
from them (and some analytical solution of the flow coming out of the cathode) the
3D electrostatic potential is computed. The results from HPHall are mainly used to
calculate the values of the coefficients in (3.5), i.e., to compute UH, i H& and 5y.
In this section, HPHall is briefly discussed and its results shown. It is also de-
scribed how those results are modified to account for the cathode effect. To finish,
the calculation of the coefficients in the equations is briefly commented on and the
boundary conditions for the electrostatic potential are discussed.
3.2.1 Plasma density and ion current density profiles
To solve equation (3.5), the ion density and the ion flux are needed. As a first
approximation to the problem, the converged solution of HPHall is used to determine
typical densities and fluxes. HPHall [5, 17] is a 2D hybrid PIC-fluid code for the
plasma discharge in a Hall thruster. It provides ion and neutral magnitudes assuming
an axisymmetric discharge.
In HPHall, ions and neutrals are modelled kinetically, using PIC. The electrons
are treated in the same way as in this work, but they are considered axisymmetric.
That means that the Hall transport cancels out and does not enter in the model. The
problem becomes diffusive.
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The solution of HPHall is time averaged, and can be considered steady state. It
provides information that is somehow, azimuthally averaged, i.e., axisymmetric. For
example, in order to get such a solution, the cathode has been 'smeared azimuthally',
providing an axisymmetric boundary condition.
A solution of HPHall for a SPT-70 thruster is shown in figure 3-3. The plots
are 2D, and represent a meridian plane. In figure 3-3(a), the anode and the virtual
cathode position are presented. Also, the acceleration channel and the near-exit
plume are indicated. In figures 3-3(b)-(c), the magnetic field is described in some
detail. This thruster has a mass flow of 2.34 mg/s, and the voltage difference between
the anode and the virtual cathode used in HPHall is 280 V. The energy efficiency
calculated by HPHall is 33%, the total current through the thruster is 2 A and the
specific impulse is Ip, = 1280 s.
This solution shows the characteristic structure of a Hall thruster discharge. Ax-
ially, there are three main zones: diffusion, ionization and acceleration.
The diffusion zone is where the reversed ion flow takes place. The anode is covered
by a non-neutral sheath, mainly electron-repelling, that attracts ions. The flow of
ions to the cathode (also known as reversed ion flow) is provoked by this anode
sheath. In the diffusion region, collisions are more common and the conductivity is
relatively high (the electrons are magnetized, which implies that the more collisions,
the more conductivity). Due to the high conductivity, the potential drop is small
in this zone. The plasma density is low because most of the ions produced in the
thruster are expelled towards the cathode, and only some of them reach the anode.
The ionization in this zone is low for lack of energy. In the solution of figure 3-3, the
diffusion zone extends from the cathode to ~ 7 mm.
The ionization zone is characterized by an appreciable gradient in the plasma den-
sity and the ion current density, but a still slow potential variation. The ionization
is high, which means collisions and, therefore, high conductivity. The high conduc-
tivity explains the small potential drop: the ionization zone is usually confined to a
relatively small range of potential. Then, most ions are created at almost the same
potential, and their velocities are very similar. That explains the low ion tempera-
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Figure 3-3: HPHall results for an SPT-70 thruster. (a) Geometry. (b) Magnetic field
lines. (c) Magnetic field strength at r = 27.5 mm. (d) Plasma density distribution.
(e) Electrostatic potential. (f) Electron temperature.
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tures in these devices. In the presented solution, the ionization region extends, more
or less, from 7 mm to 20 mm.
Finally, there is the acceleration region, where most of the potential drop takes
place. The ionization is negligible here, and the plasma density drops consequently
with the acceleration. This region is partially inside the thruster and partially outside,
in the near-exit plume. It is in this region where the electrons coming out of the hollow
cathode get heated by Joule heating. A big part of this energy is lost to the walls,
where the energy losses can be large due to the Charge Saturation effect. Note, in the
figure, that the electron temperature times 5/2 is around 5 times smaller, at least,
than the total potential drop. This is due to the wall losses. The part of electron
energy that is not lost to the walls is going to be spent in ionization and radiation.
Looking at the radial structure of the solution, the plasma density and potential
both drop near the walls, due to the influence of the non-neutral sheaths on the
quasineutral part of the plasma.
In order to introduce the 3D effect of the hollow cathode, as a first approxima-
tion to the real problem, some asymmetry is induced in the solution by adding an
analytical model of the ion flow coming out of the hollow cathode. This is just a first
approximation and it is mainly intended as a tool to study the different trends in the
system.
Consider one of the analytic asymptotic solutions presented in [18] for plasma
plumes. For the cathode ion flow, isothermal electrons are assumed. The electron
temperature in the zone is given by the flow of electrons coming out of the hollow
cathode, which is supposed to be known.
Thus, the plasma density near the cathode is given by:
firlcat k
e 2 7rmiue x 2 + kr 2
where ricat is the mass flow going through the cathode, fi is the fraction of that mass
flow that is ionized, mi is the ion mass, x and r are the parameters that describe
the position with respect to the cathode (see figure 3-4), and k is a measure of the
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A'
Figure 3-4: Coordinates respect to the hollow cathode.
divergence of the flow.
In the present model, the mass flow going through the cathode is around 10% of
the mass flow into the Hall thruster. The ionization fraction is assumed to be 5%.
The divergence is difficult to estimate. Assuming that the ions come out at twice the
ion sound speed ( Te/mi), the divergence angle is, approximately, arctan 1/2, which
corresponds to a divergence factor k = 4.
Korsun's model also allows to find the current density in the system:
* = efirhcat kx (3.12)27rmiu (x 2 + kr 2 ) 3/2
.ir efircat kr
27rmiue (x 2 + kr 2 )3 /2
jix and jir are the components of the ion current density along the axis of the
cathode and radially from that axis (see figure 3-4), respectively.
The new plasma density and ion current density are added to those obtained from
HPHall. Then, approximate profiles of plasma density and ion flux are obtained
within the acceleration channel and the near-exit plume.
Figure 3-5 shows the azimuthal asymmetry in plasma density produced by the
cathode.
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3.2.2 Magnetic coordinates
The electric potential problem is, as a first approximation, a 2D problem, since the
directions perpendicular to the magnetic field lines are the only important ones.
The variables A, and A2 defined in the chapter 2 account for this fact. In the model
presented here, the magnetic field is going to be assumed axisymmetric - this is a
really good approximation for most Hall thrusters. Then, one of the possible magnetic
coordinates is going to be the azimuthal angle 0, as proposed in chapter 2 (see figure
2-2). The other variable is going to be the magnetic streamfunction for axisymmetric
magnetic fields, A. This variable A is defined by the following relationships:
= rB, = -rB
az 1 r (3.14)
The equations are going to be solved in the plane A -9. The variable A is plotted
in figure 3-6 for the SPT-70.
3.2.3 Diffusion coefficients
The diffusion coefficients H, 7TH> 'L and ij are integrals along the magnetic field
lines.
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Then, the first step is finding the magnetic field lines. For each point of the A -6
plane there is a magnetic field line to be found. The process is the following: first,
the plane A - 0 is discretized in M x N points (Aj,Ok); second, one of the points in
the line defined by (A, Ok) is identified; finally, the line is followed from this point to
the boundaries on both ends.
The process of 'following' a line consists of searching for points with the same
(A, Ok). This is done by considering that the magnetic field is known over a mesh
in the 3D space. In our case, the mesh is given by HPHall. Knowing A3 and , if
one point of the magnetic field line is known inside one of the cells of the 3D mesh,
that line (except for very pathological cases) must cross at some point the boundaries
of that cell; therefore, the boundaries are searched for points with the same (A3, Ok).
This way, each magnetic field line is known by a finite number of points, the distance
between them being of the order of the size of the cells in the 3D mesh where the
information is known.
At the same time the lines are being found, the different plasma magnitudes, such
as plasma density, ion current density..., are interpolated to the points of the magnetic
line.
Once this is done, the integrals that define the diffusion coefficients are calculated
using the trapezoidal integration scheme.
It is interesting to plot the distribution of diffusion coefficients in the A - 6 plane.
Probably, the most influential coefficient is i5H- According to the analytical study
done in chapter 2, the lines 5H = const. will be lines of approximately constant
thermalized potential, #*. Thus, the distribution of 5H will strongly determined the
solution, as we will show.
For example, take the following case: a SPT-70, with mh = 2.34 mg/s, voltage
difference of 300 V and a 10% of the mass flow going through a hollow cathode
situated at 7 mm from the exit of the acceleration channel. Assume that 5% of the
mass that passes through the hollow cathode is ionized. A sketch of the position of
the cathode and a plot of the YH distribution in the A -0 plane are given in figure 3-7.
These results correspond to the density profile shown in figure 3-5. The distribution
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0-H presented here will have an impact on the final solution for the electrostatic
potential.
3.2.4 Boundary conditions for the thermalized potential
The thermalized potential equation has three different boundaries. They are indicated
in figure 3-8, both in the 3D space and A -0 plane. The boundary conditions in each
of those boundaries are briefly described below:
e Anode. The anode is a conductor and its held at a given potential. As in
any plasma, the anode is covered by a sheath. The solution of the sheath will
provide the appropriate boundary condition.
For the ions, assuming an electron-repelling sheath, the Bohm condition must
be satisfied. Then:
jiN = eMe Te (3.15)
mai
where ne and Te are the values at the transition between the quasineutral plasma
and the non-neutral sheath. These are the values calculated by the quasineutral
model at the anode. jiN is the ion current density perpendicular to the anode.
For the electrons, a good approximation, if the sheath is large enough, is the
Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium:
jeN = -ene exp e-(OA- q) T (3.16)
e Te 2Qre
where #A is the anode potential, ne, and Te are the values at the transition
between the sheath and the quasineutral plasma, and jeN is the electron current
density perpendicular to the anode.
Now, in the A - 0 plane, the potential is not known. The thermalized potential
is the important quantity. Using its definition, #* = 0 - In 1, the resulte n
becomes:
[e(#A - * )1 TejeN = -er 0 exp Tel 0* m (3.17)
Te 8e
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Figure 3-7: Cathode position and iH distribution in the A - 0 plane.
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Figure 3-8: Boundary conditions in the 3D physical space and in the A - 6 plane.
Then, the boundary condition becomes:
Tee(Op -_ * TejiN + jeN = ene - - en0 exp (3.18)mI Te 2 7rme
Note that this equation relates the fluxes towards the anode to the values of 0*
and Te. However, the difference 4 A - #* is of the order of Te/e, which near the
anode is around 5 eV, while the typical variation in 0* is much bigger, around
300 V. Thus, this equation can be substituted by #* ~ 4A. This is the approach
used in the present model. Including the more complete model is not difficult,
and can be done in future upgrades.
" Cathode. The flow of electrons at the exit of the hollow cathode is determined
by the internal dynamics of the cathode. As a simple model, the value of 0*
is assumed to be known at the exit of the hollow cathode. Actually, since the
potential reference can be chosen, 0* is set to zero at the cathode.
" Infinity. The boundaries are far enough from the thruster to assume that the
plasma flow has neutralized. Thus, the boundary condition becomes:
jiN jeN = 0 (3-19)
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3.3 Results
Figure 3-9 shows the result for a SPT-70, assuming that 10% of the mass flow is
injected through the hollow cathode, and that 5% of that flow is ionized. The position
of the hollow cathode is that of figure 3-7.
Note that the #* = const. contours are approximately of the same shape as the
c6H = cOnSt. contours (see figure 3-7). This is as predicted by the analysis in section
2.4. Note that the terms in the RHS of equation (3.5) are all small compared to
V - (O*Vx.OH), even the very similar term V - (Te/eVx71H). This term accounts
for the contribution of temperature in the Hall transport - temperature enters in the
pressure, and the pressure gradient drives the diamagnetic transport. It has been
argued in previous works [5] that the pressure gradient is typically small compared
with the electric field, mainly because the electron temperature in Hall thrusters is
small compared with the potential drop between anode and cathode. This is specially
true in the acceleration region. Therefore, V - (Te/eVxA7H) only has a small effect
on the 0* = const. lines, which, according to the simple theory presented in section
2.4, are going to be the 'drift lines' (5H = const. lines).
Note that there is a slight asymmetry in the 0* profiles. This asymmetry is
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induced by the boundary conditions. Figure 3-10 shows in detail the * distribution
around the cathode. The boundary conditions at the cathode (that extends from
A = 1.37 x 10-5 T . m2 to A = 1.46 - 10-5 T . M2 ) provoke a clear asymmetry. This
effect is due to the convective-like term, which makes the boundary condition at the
cathode contour have different effects depending on the direction of Vx iA5H- When
VxAUH points towards the cathode, a boundary layer forms over the contour and the
value on that contour is basically isolated from the system and does not affect the
solution. That is what is seen on the boundary at negative 0. This boundary layer
was predicted in the analytical approach, in Chapter 2.
The asymmetry induced by the cathode is diffused towards the rest of the domain
and is observed in figure 3-9.
In figure 3-11, the distribution of electrostatic potential is shown in different axial
slices. The first slice, at z = 36 mm, is in the same plane as the hollow cathode. It
is clear that the hollow cathode induces an asymmetry in the flow. The perturbation
of the cathode is noticeable at the exit of the acceleration channel (at z = 29 mm).
There, the potential varies up to 40 V for r = 25.5 mm. There is a radial potential
drop, but it is due to the plasma-wall interaction.
The current across the Hall thruster is shown in figure 3-12. This figure shows the
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Figure 3-12: Current across surfaces A = const.
current across the surfaces A = const. The total current is constant until the hollow
cathode is reached and the current drops to zero. The distance where the current
changes is small and is limited to the zone where the hollow cathode is. The effect
is localized because any perturbation tends to spread along the 'drift lines' but does
not diffuse that easily across them.
Note that the electron current is divided in two parts: the Hall current, IeH,
that comes from jeH, and the collisional perpendicular current, Iel, that comes from
jeL. The perpendicular collisional current carries most of the current across the
thruster. The Hall current only becomes important close to the cathode, where the
axisymmetry is broken. However, even there the Hall current is in the order of the
collisional perpendicular current, and not much bigger, as the order of magnitude
estimations would suggest.
The total current towards infinity is zero. That means that the ions coming out
of the thruster must drag along with them some of the electrons provided by the
cathode. In order to do that, the potential at infinity must be higher than at the
cathode. This actually happens, as can be seen in figure 3-13, that represents the
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Figure 3-13: 0* distribution in a meridional slice that cuts through the cathode.
q* distribution in a meridional slice that cuts through the cathode. There is a clear
increase in the potential after the cathode. The cathode is the point with the most
negative potential, even compared with infinity.
3.3.1 Effect of the cathode ion flow
The mass flow through the cathode is known. However, the amount of the mass flow
that is ionized is more difficult to estimate. The amount of ionized mass determines
the plasma density at the exit of the acceleration channel, and the plasma density is
one of the crucial parameters that defines the distribution of 5H, J..-
Figure 3-14 compares the effect over the potential distribution of different ionized
fractions, fi, of cathode mass flow. The figure shows the potential distribution at the
exit of the acceleration channel. It is clear that for low ionized fractions, like 1%, the
effect of the hollow cathode inside the acceleration channel is very limited. So, even
though the cathode is physically close to the thruster, its effect is right away spread
along the almost axisymmetric 'drift lines', which leads to an almost axisymmetric
solution. However, if the ionization fraction is increased, the 'drift lines' are not
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Figure 3-14: Potential distribution at the exit of the acceleration chamber (z =
29 mm) for different ionized fractions of the cathode mass flow. The contour lines are
separated by 20 V.
axisymmetric anymore, and the asymmetry reaches the acceleration chamber. In
figure 3-14, fi = 10% implies azimuthal variations of up to 60 V.
All this analysis can be taken to the A - 0 plane. Compare the 'drift lines' for
A = 1% with the 'drift lines' for fi = 10% in figure 3-15. Compare also the 0*
distribution for both cases. In the case of fi = 1%, the 'drift lines' are almost
axisymmetric, and that is translated in the axisymmetric solution of figure 3-14. For
fi = 10%, the axisymmetry is clearly broken by the 'drift lines'.
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3.4 Conclusions
The equation for the thermalized potential can be written in a convective-diffusive
form, and solved. The 0* = const. lines match approximately the 'drift lines' of
Chapter 2. The reason for this match is the marginal effect of pressure on the charge
conservation equation, at least in the zone where the potential gradient is higher.
The numerical solution also reproduces other phenomena discussed in Chapter 2,
like the existence of boundary layers over parts of the contours where the potential
is prescribed.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work
4.1 Conclusions
The model developed for the electrons is satisfactory for computing the 3D potential
distribution. There is a quantity, 0*, that is almost constant in the surfaces a5H =
const., or 'drift surfaces'. These surfaces are parallel to the magnetic field lines and
they are intimately related to the magnetic field and the plasma density distribution,
since
JHele ds (4.1)/eB
Finding these surfaces was possible because the pressure effect in the charge con-
servation equation (3.5) is small.
This allows us to find the potential distribution. The results obtained with the
simplified model presented in chapter 3 show how the presence of the hollow cathode
induces asymmetry in the potential distribution if it induces enough asymmetry in the
plasma density distribution. Thus, the asymmetry might be important, even inside
the acceleration channel, if the cathode mass flow ionized fraction is high enough.
According to the calculations, the asymmetry at the exit of the acceleration channel
seems to cause potential azimuthal variations on the order of 20 V or smaller for
reasonable ionization fractions.
These are only preliminary results. A self-consistent calculation of the ion dynam-
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ics is needed in order to really know the plasma density distribution. However, the
results show that the potential tends to focus the ion jet coming out of the cathode
because the cathode is negatively biased respect to the rest of the plasma. Thus,
it is reasonable to assume that the results obtained are qualitatively correct, since
the zone affected by the ions coming out of the cathode will remain bounded to the
surroundings of the cathode.
Another perturbing effect is the temperature distribution. It is not an important
effect in the acceleration region, where the electric field is large compared to the
pressure gradient. That does not hold for the whole near-exit plume, though, where
there are zones of small potential gradients. Inside the acceleration channel, the
temperature distribution is probably not that much of a concern, since both potential
and temperature are likely to be almost symmetric and the solutions found with usual
2D models hold.
4.2 Future work
The next step is finding the electron temperature in a 3D problem. This problem is
more difficult than the potential problem. In order to solve the temperature distribu-
tion, the energy equation is needed (2.70), but this equation is nonlinear in Te and is
highly dependent on the potential distribution through Joule heating. Besides, some
terms, like the wall energy loss can become very important, even as important as the
diamagnetic transport.
Preliminary efforts on this calculation show small timesteps, required for numerical
stability reasons.
Once the electron temperature and the potential are calculated, the ions and neu-
trals must be moved self-consistently. Probably, the best approach is implementing
this 3D calculations in a pre-existing Hall thruster model, such as HPHall, since
the modelling of near-exit plume has more to do with the simulation of the plasma
discharge than with the far plume.
Another possible step is trying to solve the whole 3D problem, and not only
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the limited 2D, line-integrated equations. This may be done by aligning the grid
with magnetic field lines, which is an excellent approach for magnetic field topologies
without x-points. Another option may be the use of mixed finite elements, although
mixed formulations tend to be difficult to apply. The computational cost of a code
that considers the whole three dimensions of the problem increases greatly, but this
approach may allow the treatment of very different problems: interaction plasma-
Earth magnetic field, near-exit plume, etc.
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Appendix A
Useful vectorial relations for
variable changes
In the derivation of the 2D equations for electrons, equations (2.44), (2.45), (2.46)
and (2.47) are used. They are proven in this appendix.
The only necessary assumption is:
(x,_y,_z) =
O(s, Al, A2)
Ox
Os ( OxOA,
Ox\
ax / 0
aA2
(A.1)
This means that the system of vectors Ox/Os, Ox/OAi and Ox/0A 2 is independent
and can be used as a base of the 3D space.
Then, for uniquely determining a vector, it is enough to know the projections of
that vector on Ox/Os, Ox/OAl and Ox/9A2 (covariant coordinates).
Using this property, equation (2.44) can be proven by showing that the projections
of the vectors on both sides of the equality are the same.
The projection on Ox/Os of the LHS vector in (2.44) is:
0Ox (Ox ax 1x IVs0A2 /
Ox
-- 8
Ox (Ox
Os K A
For the RHS vector, it is obviously the same.
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x O
Ox
Os
(Ox
OA,
Ox)
x -
OA2
(A.2)
The projection on Ox/0A, is:
Ox (Ox
as OA,
Ox 1]
O2 I
Ox
0A 1
Ox (Ox
Os OA,
Ox)
X k a
Os
0A 1 = 0
(A.3)
Again, this is equal to the projection of the RHS vector.
The projection on Ox/0A 2 is also the same for both the LHS and the RHS. That
means that both vectors are necessarily the same, and (2.44) is proven.
Similarly, (2.45) and (2.46) can be shown to be true.
Now to prove (2.47), consider (2.44), (2.45) and (2.46):
- x x 2-
Vs - (VA, x VA2) = (a\x aTh2 )I
(A.4)x x )x]3
_ aa9s (9A1 491 2
The numerator can be simplified:
/axA1
x )
( Ox[ x0A Cx -0A 2  0A 2Ox ax Oxx s
Ox'\ (Ox Ox\Nxx xx -x iiOs k. s OA,/
Ox ( Ox OxO\ Ox
-A 2 x A,
EaOx (OxOs 0A1 0x)] 2x -OA2 
_
(A.5)
This means that:
Vs - (VA, x VA2 ) =
This proves the first equality in (2.47).
1
ax 'ax x a
a9s aA 1 4Ax 2,
For the second, more simple, equality,
remember that A, and A2 are defined such that - VA = 0 and b - VA2 = 0:
VA, x VA2 = b|VAI x VA2 1 (A.7)
By definition, b = Ox/Os. Then:
Vs -(VA1 x VA2) -VsIVA x VA2 = -VsIVA x VA2 1 = IVA,as x VA2I (A.8)
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(A.6)
This proves completely (2.47).
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